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fi capacity of teamwork. Related Video: Next Step: Q Course After completing SFAs, you will be selected by SF Army instructors to attend the "Q Course", the Special Forces Qualification Course (SFQC). Depending on your specialty professional, this course will last from six months to one year; Medical and communication courses last longer¹. The
daily workout at SFQC takes its toll on your body as the day usually starts very early and ends late. While you're training for the Q course, you should adopt the attitude of a marathon runner. Be ready for the long haul but take every day at a time. Most people who left the course do not have the capacity to concentrate through the fatigue and stress
that accompanies this training. Training If Army Special Forces are your target, here is a good start training that could help you achieve it. Swimming: Never swim alone two or three times a week, from 1,000 to 2,000 meters each time. One day a week, try to swim wearing 100 meter patches and boots. Wear flippers when swimming for metÃ time.
Running: Four to five times per week, 3-5 miles as fast as possible. Twice a week, marches on the backpack carry a 30 to 50-pound load that march 5 to 15 miles at a fast walking pace. PT: Pull-up every other day, 75 to 100 times (seven to 10 sets of 10 times). Push-up, 200 to 300 repetitions (10 to 15 sets of 20 repetitions). Sit-up, 200 to 300
repetitions (five to 10 series, 40 to 50 repetitions). Related video: Ã is always a good idea to check with your doctor before starting a new exercise program, especially if you have been inactive for a while or if you have certain medical conditions. Other Army Special Forces items: many of mine Favorites PT to train for the army PFT can be found in the
following military connections.com: other related army fitness articles: Stew Smith is a former author of the Navy and the author of the certified fitness as a force and specialist of Conditioning (CSC) with the National Stream and Conditioning Association. Visit its physical fitness Memorize whether â € â ™ are trying to start a training program to
create a healthy lifestyle. Send your questions about physical fitness to stew@stewsmith.com. Do you want to know more about military life? Whether you are thinking of joining the army, looking for fitness and basic training advice, or to keep up with military life and benefits, Military.com has covered. Sign up for Military.com to receive news,
updates and resources directly in your mailbox. The process of becoming a green cap is not surprising, long and difficult. It starts with a preparation course lasting one month, to help the soldiers already trained to prepare better for the physical and mentally markedly difficult physical pressure that will undergo. After the preparation is the selection
process, a 24 -day affair that aims to eradicate the less qualified soldiers by those who have the possibility of completing the training program of special forces. Perform well in and adapt to change environments, green caps are often university, some at a post-graduate level. Many enter the training already bilingual. This is good for them during
education, as not only are exposed to exhausting physical tests, but are also trained in the culture, language, costumes, geography and traditions of the area which in the end serves as their areas of operation (AO). Green caps will be assigned to one of the five AOs, which coincide with the five divisions of the Military involvement of the United States
all over the world: U.S. European Command - Africa, Western and Eastern Europe, North Asiau.s. North Command - All on North America up to the Arctic and North America Circle United Centrostati Pacific Command - Southern Asia, Australia, Greenland, Indochina, all the Pacific islands Nonu.s. South Command - Center and South America and
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itratuia ²Ãup ehc otnemanella nu e of these goals will take you to a perfect score of 300 and increase your chances of being selected for SFAS. The The Sfas course, held in Fort Bragg, N.C., is made up of two phases. During the first, the physical phase is expected to be pt (race, swimming, sit-up, pull-up, push-up), follow an obstacle course, log pt and
participates in the marches of the backpack and orientation exercisesThe second phase measures your leadership and teamwork skills. After completing the SF, you will be selected by the instructor of the green cap to attend the "course Q", the qualification course of the special forces (SFQC). Depending on your professional specialist, this course
lasts from 6 months to one year; The medical and communication courses last longer. Daily training at the SFQC is able to pieces your body for your body, the day usually starts very early and ends late. While you are training for the Q course, you should adopt the attitude of a marathon runner. Be ready for the long range, but take every day at a
time. Most of the people who have left the course do not have the ability to focus through the effort and stress that accompanies this training. Training if the army special forces are your goal, here is a good standard training that could help you reach it. I call him the military triathlon - race, swim, ruck! Swimming: never swim alone. - Two to three
times a week, from 1,000 to 2,000 meters each time. - One day a week, try swimming wearing walks and boots for 100 meters. Running: -4-5 times a week, from 3 to 5 miles for more fast races and 5-7 miles of constant running. Rucking: -2-3 times a week, take a backpack march by carrying a load of 50 pounds. PT: on alternate days. -Pull-up, from 75
to 100 repetitions (seven to 10 sets of 10 repetitions). -Push-up, from 200 to 300 repetitions (from 10 to 15 sets of 20 repetitions). -S-up, from 200 to 300 repetitions (from five to 10 series from 40 to 50 repetitions). Remember, it is always a good idea to check your doctor before starting a new exercise program, especially if you have been inactive for
a long time or if you have certain medical conditions. With any download you purchase, you get access to Stew Smith (he (he For all answers to your training questions !! Discover the ten things you need to know before the Sfas / Q course prepare for the Special Forces Assessment and Selection (SFAS) army, the first step to attend the qualifying
course for special forces, requires commitment and a short period of preparationI recently spoke with a special forces operator and we discussed the first ten things that a SF candidate must know before accepting the Sfas challenge. He spoke of many different elements on which you should focus during your training preparation. Here is the top ten
list: 1 Â «Have a solid running base: not only you will run wherever you go, but you will be running with a backpack and fast. Tibia slats, knee tendonitis, and feet problems occur in those who do not have a running base of at least 25 ã ¢ â¬30 miles a week. Prepare the legs and lungs by inserting time and miles. Run remotely and run fast. The races
are not very long, no more than 10-12 miles at most, but we moved. My science fiction friend said to me: "One day we started and I recorded that we were running a mile at 6: 10/min.â" Â «I don't know if that's yet so, but if the boys want to be successful, I would suggest to go out and make some intervals in addition to their long racing ".2 Â«
Resistance of the legs and muscle resistance: two things will prove to be on you if you are not prepared â € "your lungs and your legs. Mix in both a pulmonary training and leg with running and leg. Running at a timed execution pace for 1/2 mile is ã â Â Â Â â Â â Â â â Repeat up to 5-6 times or accumulate it over time depending on a logical
progression. Try a pair of long 1/4 mile walks in your training to prepare for a walk on the lunge around your training area. 3 Â «Fort Lower Back: bring around backpacks, and perform exercises for injured men, Ã is necessary to have a strong back. Exercises like dead elevator, clean hanging, peasant walks, firefighter transports, and drags body
preparerÃ lower back for weight lifting and walk with Get ready to get up all day - don't even sit down at all. See also LowerBackPlan for a back-knee calistenic plan to build on. Know how to read a map and use a compass.5. Running Ruck: SFAS Ã is all about time and moves quickly to your points. You must be able to go out when you're in a time
crunch or stuck in a draw. To prepare, put 45 pounds in the ruck and move 4 miles as fast as you can. A good goal Ã ¨ get 4 miles in less than 35 minutes. If you can cover that distance during the SFAs, Ã is a turning point. See Ruck Marches6. Shoulder PT: During SFA you will have log and Pt rifle. This is not every day, but a very foreign event that
makes many boys stop. I would recommend making many printing presses, tears and light military presses to prepare. Weight is not heavy, only very repetitive. Learn to work under the register as a team and help. Especially if you can all push simultaneously. Really muscular guys, guys could get weight without any problems, but they were smoked
very quickly in these events. See also: shoulder training7. Swim: the swimming Ã is an event that can be passed during the course. Besides being a great business aerobics without impact, survival swims with all your equipment Ã ¨ lasts and a shock rather if you have never experienced it before. You must be able to swim 50 meters in a pool with
boots and a uniform. If you're a weak swimmer, go to the pool and go for laps. This Ã was an event that sneaked in and got some people because they didn't incorporate it into their training plan.8. Attitude: You can be the fastest¹ and the strongest¹ and physically crush the course, but if you have an attitude and not a team player, you will not be
selected to go to the Q course. Help your classmates when you can and stay in the mode Receive when A skill from the instructors. A high representative, crossfit as training, the biggest big one I'm saying they're doing crossfit workouts over the course. Morning PT incorporates kettle bells, bar bells, pull-up etc. So, if you have some crossfit
background you will be able to keep up during PT. Use CF workouts as heating. Ã you still need to put time with running, rucking, and more¹ rucking and running.10. This Ã is a fun new fitness test that Spec Ops World is testing: This is becoming the new SF PT test. My partner SF said. ÃÂI just completed my first few months ago during my E8
development course. It  not become Â a go/no-go event, but Â Â Ã was heavily regarded as the new standard and ÃgiÃ in use by some teams.Ã ÂÂ CIF companies are already using must pass event. As you can seeÂ Ã is a great test and Â is taken all at once. So you have to have some serious chest strength to get him out and be able to deal with a 5
mile time race.Take these recommendations seriously. My REFactor Tactical SF friends are serious operators and are still operating with the units SF and other NGOs. Â Â thank them for the recommendations. For you future warriors Spec Ops wish you good luck and I would like to remind you to continue to work hard to prepare you for the first
step of a career in the world Spec Ops.
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